### ROADMAP TO PEACEFUL FUTURES: 2023-2075

**DIRECT ELIMINATION OF WAR RELATED PRACTICES**
- Create "new story of humanity": a shift from war to peace
- Address & resolve conflicts before they escalate
- War becomes internationally illegal
- Redefine patriotic education: de-romanticize wars & redirect attention
- Military industrial complex offered alternatives (e.g. climate challenges)

**CHANGES IN SUPRANATIONAL GOVERNANCE SYSTEMS**
- Reforming global governance structures (UN etc)
- Basic human rights to include peace-inducing conditions
- International courts support rights of non-human entities
- Abandon nation-states

**STRENGTHENING DEMOCRATIC PRACTICES**
- Teaching dialogue & critical thinking
- Promote SDD & similar methods to resolve conflicts
- Impact oriented education for change agents
- Make children voice integrated in political systems
- P2P-visioning platforms for local & global gov
- Increased government transparency
- Children as coowners of education system
- Governance based on individuals & communities rather than nations & TNCs
- Bottom up citizen involvement in the government

**DEMONOPOLIZATION**
- Limit the power of platform/social media companies
- Rehumanize (tech) supply chains
- IP system redesigned to max benefits for people & planet
- Promote Open Source tech to be used by nations, regions & orgs
- Tech development decided on its contribution to humanity

**RISE OF REGENERATIVE & INCLUSIVE POST-CAPITALIST ECONOMY**
- Economic models based on regeneration & wellbeing
- Prioritize universal wellbeing in economic policies
- Basic services (housing, health, transport) available to all citizens
- UBI for all
- Care based society
- Regenerative economy as the new human dream

**CULTIVATING CULTURES OF PEACE**
- Empathy based education (incl. non-violent communication)
- Promote inclusivity of cultures (ethnic, religious, gender etc)
- Cultivate inner Development Goals
- Lifelong & worldwide global accessible education based on OpenSource & P2P
- Teaching future & historical thinking
- School programs focused on cultivating planetary consciousness

**HEALING THE ROOTS OF VIOLENCE**
- Promote traditional healing systems & methods
- Systems for personal & collective trauma healing
- Decriminalize drugs
- Ending existential poverty
- Technology (incl. AI) "nudges" people to act peacefully

**SOCIO-TECHNICALLY ENGINEERING CONDITIONS FOR PEACE**
- Design socio-tech systems that are life-affirming & future-creating
- AI supports decision making on conflict avoiding principle
- Gamifying transition to Game B (collaboration over competition)

---

**2023 – 2035**
- War becomes internationally illegal
- Military industrial complex offered alternatives (e.g. climate challenges)

**2035 – 2050**
- Basic human rights to include peace-inducing conditions
- International courts support rights of non-human entities
- Governance based on individuals & communities rather than nations & TNCs
- Bottom up citizen involvement in the government

**2050 – 2075**
- Regenerative economy as the new human dream
- Lifelong & worldwide global accessible education based on OpenSource & P2P
- Teaching future & historical thinking
- School programs focused on cultivating planetary consciousness
- Technology (incl. AI) "nudges" people to act peacefully
- Design socio-tech systems that are life-affirming & future-creating
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